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Only undergraduate and graduate students at 
Montclair State University are eligible to submit.

The work must be the original creative work of  the 
attributed author or artist. 

Specific submission guidelines and other information:

thenormalreviewmsu.wordpress.com

Questions, comments, concerns? Ask the editors.  
We are always reachable through our emails:  

thenormalreview@gmail.com
tnrprose@gmail.com
tnrpoetry@gmail.com

tnrart@gmail.com

Mission Statement

Since 1928, TNR has served the campus by showcasing 
the literature and art of  MSU’s students. Published every 
semester TNR displays the finest achievements in poetry, 

prose and artwork.

How to Submit
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Dust-Doings
Bushra Aboukwaik

My soul is a 

sail torn by 

tornadoes of 

dust-doings. 

My deeds dig 

deep into the 

crevice of my 

heart, a crater 

crafted by a 

creature gone 

far from her 

Master. 

Guilt tears 

into the sail, 

pushing it past 

safety and 

guiding me deep

into the abyss 

of Iblees. 

The tips of 

my fingers 
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inches away 

from groping 

the barrier that

buries me beneath

its clouds, my voice 

races with the sound 

of thunder, it crashes 

in the horizon, my 

eyes in a trance, there’s 

salt settling on my 

chapped lips, it burns but I 

bear it, bite it, fight it. 

I know, I know I made a

mistake, I promised and 

betrayed, said I’d stay straight

yet I swayed, but 

I know, I know that when

I am

in need, 

indeed 

You

are near. 

So

   Near. 
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Food Home
Caroline Nelson

the boy on Tinder asks 

what food would you build a house from

and I say 

Twinkies

one Christmas 

my grandmother gave me 

our ancestry

in a cookbook 

stuffed with stuffed cabbages

soda bread and babka recipes 

rising from Tipperary 

and Kilkenny

this Christmas

we consumed cold lasagna 

in her hospital room

the color of 

Aunt Ma’s brussel sprouts 

or maybe the peas

served on Sundays 

after mass 
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we gathered by her bed

in a half circle

like our people once did 

in the glen

cooking around

a dying flame

and now

the road has risen

to meet her 

and my father

burns the sympathy 

garlic bread 

frozen and from a bag and now 

crumbling 

like ashes

I tell the boy on Tinder

Twinkies

they have a shelf life longer 

than me
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Landscape Concept
Richard Guzman

photoshop
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Ode to the Moon
Jessica Schwartz

     

Dear moon,

perched outside my window,

do you dream of me?

Your porcelain skin is draped in

sapphire satin and diamonds.

Wide-eyed wild child, 

the subject of your own lullabies— 

your unblinking vigilance serves as my tonic.

A single street lamp basks beneath you,

dripping honey onto cool concrete.

In the next bedroom,

the television paints 

plaster with blue light and

intermittent shadows.

I am envious of your romance with silence

and humbled by your devotion to solitude. 

You bathe jessamine in luminescence,

and perfume streets with melancholy.

A white peony 

caressed by Time’s greedy hands;

you slowly vanish until you are but a single petal.
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Smoke Kills
Tyler Damsma

pencil
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Come to the Kitchen
Genesis Pena

digital
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 I played clarinet with Mandy in our high school marching 
band for a whole year before she told me that on top of being the 
best clarinet player in our grade she was also one of the best artists 
in the school. She skipped the Level II art class and went straight 
into AP Studio Art as a sophomore, her four-foot-eleven frame 
reaching for the same watercolors and pastels as the seniors who 
were nearly twice her size. She didn’t tell anyone that she skipped 
a level, and even in class she was quiet, terrified of having extra at-
tention paid to her. Until she could find the courage to speak up in 
class, she let her work speak for her. 

 She spent hours in the art room mixing paints and sing-
ing along to the old radio that lived in the corner of the room. She 
completed her first self-portrait to David Bowie’s “Under Pressure” 
and accidentally dropped the first ceramic bowl she ever made 
when she was dancing too hard to Panic! At the Disco’s “This is 
Gospel,” the shards of painted glass raining down on her tapping 
feet. She told me after she dropped it that she wasn’t upset about 
it at all, because how could she be upset about the opportunity to 
redo a piece that came about from being too happy to sit still?

 For two years I teased her about being too good at too 
many things, and for two years she blushed and insisted that her art 
wasn’t that big of a deal. But I couldn’t tease her at the start of our 
senior year because she wasn’t there. She was taking the semester 
off to focus on her health.

Untitled I
Kristen Milburn
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I went through my time without her largely unaffected. I missed 
her, sure, but we were just school friends. I spent hours with her 
in band rehearsals and sat next to her in our English class, but we 
never hung out after school or on the weekends. I texted her once 
a week or so, mostly to tell her what our weird English teacher did 
during class that day, and I sent her two letters on stationery my 
Mom picked out at the grocery store. Mandy stopped responding to 
my texts, and I figured it was because it made her sad to hear about 
all that I was up to while she was stuck at home.

 On September 24, 2015, on my way to a home football 
game, I texted her, “How do you count cows? You use a cowcu-
lator!” and two hours later our band was back in the band room, 
missing the fourth quarter of the game, so our director sat us down 
and tell us that Mandy had passed away from brain cancer.

 That night had been our senior night, so at halftime I 
walked out on the football field with my parents and they gave 
me a rose while the announcer up in the press box mispronounced 
our last name. I stared at the flower in my lap as my director 
spoke, counting the petals. Twenty-two. When he finished speak-
ing, I got up and walked to the bathroom outside, where I locked 
myself in a stall and expected to cry but still could only stare at 
the rose clenched in my hand. I walked out of the bathroom and 
went home, deliberately avoiding the band room and all of my sad 
friends. 

 I shut myself in my room when I got home, determined to 
avoid the pitying looks from my siblings and to finish my home-
work for school the next day. People I barely knew messaged me 
on Facebook asking me if I was okay, that they had seen us togeth-
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er at school a lot, and if there was anything they could do to help 
me.

 Their messages went unanswered. I had no right to ask for 
help, not when Mandy had a sister, parents, and closer friends in 
much more pain than I. I hadn’t even known that she had brain 
cancer. We weren’t close enough for her to tell me —not over text, 
and certainly not in response to the cheesy letters I sent. I had 
never been to Mandy’s house. I didn’t know her favorite color. I 
didn’t know what her favorite flavor of ice cream was or where she 
vacationed in the summer. I was her school friend, just her school 
friend, and I wasn’t entitled to such a deep level of sadness and 
sympathy.

 I went to school early the next day to pack up all of the be-
longings that I had neglected the night before. It was so early that 
none of the lights were on in the art building, and the echoes of my 
footsteps in the empty hallways seemed to reverberate forever. The 
band room was deserted, satisfyingly empty to me after the out-
pouring of emotion the night before.

 As I was leaving, my things packed away and my emo-
tions steeled against the guilt and inadequacy I felt, I noticed 
something resting in front of the white board that wasn’t usually 
there. I walked closer to get a better look. It was a painting of the 
ocean, with rocks and cliffs jutting into the water. Waves crashed 
up against the rocks and fog loomed in the distance. It was a small 
painting, but the attention to detail was clear. Roses from Senior 
Night were tucked around the painting. In the bottom right hand 
corner, in the same tiny writing that she used to sign her practice 
logs and English assignments, was the artist’s name: Mandy.
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 It was then, seeing one of her paintings and the memorial 
created by people who maybe didn’t know Mandy that well either, 
that I realized that it was okay to be sad. I didn’t know Mandy’s 
favorite color, but I knew that she liked stretching with me best 
before marching band rehearsal. I didn’t know her favorite flavor 
of ice cream, but I knew that her middle name was not Panda, like 
she told everyone, but Pearl. I knew that she liked Vandoren Reeds 
the best and that she once shoved a pack of hand warmers into her 
marching band helmet to keep her head warm during a show. I 
didn’t know where she vacationed in the summer, but I knew that 
the summer days we spent together during band camp, turning into 
nothing but pools of sweat and sunscreen, were some of the best 
days of my life.
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Convergence
Olivia Wollner

photography
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i

found myself

coated in amber

the

liquid restricting

my limbs

every step exhausting

fumbling through

pitch black

on the perimeter

of every conversation

  out of bounds

recurring
Kristina Smith
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I see the days

floating over the coast, 

wiping away the wounds 

in the sand, no pieces

remain of what we have

built and praised.

I see my home— 

a deserted reef of gray

tombstones, the only

memory of malicious cuts

into the flesh that 

kept us alive.

I see your God

drowning in the deep sea,

soaking oil and lucent

plastic, dancing in the ocean,

tango, samba, and waltz

in whales’ guts.

I see us

crashing to the ground,

limbs and screams in flames

Earthen Epilogue
Lisa Schantl
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torn into guilty slices 

by her unrivaled strength;

we are lost and burned.
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Untitled
Amber Sealy
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Print-Making Project
Deanna Townsend
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  At noon, the sun was a pinhole into the heavens. White rays 
cut veins of light through the pool, the reflection pulsating over her 
pruned toes. It’s not too hot, though, that’s what’s great about this 
time of year, May heard from one of the other moms by the row of 
chaise lounge chairs. The only thing they ever wanted to talk about 
was the weather. 

 She waded after her daughter, who had no hesitation when 
breaching the frigid surface. If she were still in her twenties, May 
might have been willing to do the same. But only halfway through 
thirty, she was already struggling to let the water cover her shoul-
ders. 

 “Mom, wouldn’t it be cool if we were mermaids?” Her 
daughter’s hair was the shade of black coffee, swirling around her 
head as she craned her neck back.

 “Abby, dear, don’t look in the sun. That’s how your great 
aunt Lucille went half-blind in her left eye.”

 “Why her left?” The seven-year-old had never grown out 
of the question phase. Only the first week of the girl being home 
for summer, and May had received a hundred mini-interrogations. 
With Abby unable to direct worries like How do airplanes stay up? 
or Why do people cry when they’re happy? at her teachers or her 
father, they all fell on May.

 “I guess because that’s the one God picked.”

The Sun Don’t Stay
Julie Eisenlohr

Editor’s Choice
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 “But why did any of her eyes have to get burned? Why 
can’t we look at the sun if it’s right up there in the sky, where     
everyone can see it?”

 May felt the voice of her mother on her tongue. “Well, your 
grandma told me that God doesn’t want us to only look to heaven 
before we’re done on earth.” It was one of the old woman’s favor-
ite lines. At least, before she got dementia and started calling the 
sun God’s asshole. 

 “What does that mean?”

 May wasn’t completely sure. She heard it so much grow-
ing up, it was as factual as anything else. The sky being blue. Her 
father’s inability to appear at any time other than holidays and her 
birthday. “It doesn’t matter what it means. Don’t stare at the sun.”

 A satisfactory answer. Abby faced the sky and floated, 
squinting as to prevent God from half-smiting either of her eyes. 

***

 The kids at the church barbecue were fascinated with catch-
ing light. Barefoot and grass-stained, they pinched the ends of fire-
flies until the life oozed out, chasing each other with luminescent 
hands. Their parents watched, cradling paper plates of half-eaten 
pie and melted ice cream on their laps.

 “Abby’s getting so old.” Lisa Davis, who May was content 
with only ever seeing at church, pointed to the child with a plastic 
fork. “When’d she get so tall? I barely recognize her!”

 “Hm?” May pulled her attention from the slow fade of 
fireflies. “Oh, yeah. She’s growing faster than I can keep track of. 
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Soon she’ll be taller than me.”

 Lisa laughed like a grillfire, despite nothing funny being 
said. “It feels like the last time I saw her, she was only this big.” 
Her hand hovered over the grass.

 Thanks for the reminder, May thought, smiling. The two-
and-a-half months between school was the only time May could 
fully spend with her daughter. For the rest of the year Abby grew 
in increments, sneaking in milestones every week she was away, 
only “visiting” occasionally on the weekends. She has homework, 
and her soccer games, and her painting class, the girl’s father said 
whenever May called. She can’t just be hanging out with you do-
ing whatever on the weekend during the school year. So, May had 
summer. 

 “Yeah, she sure has gotten big. Do you see how fast my 
Alex is growing?” Lydia Thompson pointed to the fog of children, 
who were barely visible in the ebbing daylight.

 A few of the parents rustled in their lawn chairs, eyeing 
their phones and watches. They, too, began to taper off. “Well, 
looks like Rich and I ought to get going.” “Yeah, I better get the 
kids home for day camp tomorrow.” May strained to see out at 
the small field, at the tire swing and the slide. She tried to pick 
her daughter out from the dwindling group of children in the hazy 
dusk, but couldn’t. 

 “Gotta love this June weather, huh? Not too hot.” Lisa 
mumbled through another bite of pie, though May was no longer 
listening.    

***
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 She picked at sugared bark, eye level with Abby’s light-up 
sneakers. She didn’t not want to let her daughter climb trees—she 
wasn’t one of those moms, the don’t-mess-up-your-church-pants 
type that wanted their children to live in bubbles. Abby liked dirt 
and sun, and May was thankful she wasn’t asking for tablets and 
videogames or whatever was out these days. But she couldn’t rid 
her mind from pictures of splattered watermelons and shattered 
bowls of jello as she watched her daughter scale up the thinning 
branches.

 “Please be careful.” The bottoms of the girl’s shoes had 
the designs of leaves and flowers. May thought of the maple tree 
outside her old apartment, with the top branch she and her brothers 
used to fight over. She saw her oldest brother, legs dangling from 
the prized seat, always the fastest climber. She remembered the 
time her hand had moved without even thinking, reaching up from 
a lower branch. Just the slightest nudge. Barely more force than a 
strong breeze, so gentle that he was never exactly sure what hap-
pened. It only resulted in a sprained arm, anyway. To this day, he 
claimed he could still feel it ache when the weather was bad.

***

 The church nailed a picture of the boy on the wall. A nice 
photo, probably for school. His hair was a bit neater than May 
remembered, the sandy waves slicked down. He smiled with only 
half of his adult teeth. People had placed flowers by the picture, lil-
ies and orchids and chrysanthemums, though by the end of August 
the perfume from the rancid bouquets was too overbearing. The 
odor clung in the thick atrium carpet long after they disposed of the 
arrangements.
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***

 “When I grow up, I wanna be an astrologer. Because then 
I’d be allowed to stare at the sun as much as I want. Or, a mer-
maid.”

 Abby’s eyes were still closed. She floated farther away 
from the shallow end. May allowed this, her hand pressed under 
the girl’s back just in case. Abby was a good swimmer, though, the 
same as her mother. There was no pool where May grew up, but 
she and the neighborhood kids shared a small lake with fishers and 
trout. Only once did May swim too close to their lines, leaving her 
with a bloody dot beneath her eye. 

 “By the end of the summer, Mom, I’m gonna be able to 
swim like a mermaid.”

 The women behind them were still talking about the weath-
er. They talked so much about heat and UVB rays, May thought 
they’d be happy when the thick cloud creeped over the sun, turning 
the sky the color of cigarettes. Instead, they groaned. The forecast 
said clear skies all day. The dark cloud didn’t care about the fore-
cast, and let torrents of rain pelt down upon the Springwell com-
munity pool.

***

 “Hi, May, it’s Lisa. I... hate to leave this as a voicemail. I 
just found out myself, from Carol, you know, the one that brings 
those scones to the women’s group? Well. It’s about the Thompson 
boy. You know, the one in Abby’s Sunday school class? It’s just 
horrible, what happened. Right on the intersection on Oak, you 
know where I’m talking about? The boy was on his way home, 
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with a few other kids, and... I don’t know how the guy didn’t see 
him, it was the middle of the day. And the stop sign, May, the 
guy went right through a stop sign. A shame, I mean. The fam-
ily, they’re the nicest people. Could you imagine? I just couldn’t 
imagine.”

***

 “Abby, it’s time to go, dear.” 

 Most of the families had gone home, or were helping move 
tables back into the church.

 Her daughter continued running circles in the grass, trailing 
after a few older children. “I don’t wanna leave yet!” 

 “Abby, c’mon! We’re gonna play freeze tag” The scraggly- 
haired Thompson boy ran up to them a bit too fast, kicking up dirt 
and stumbling over. He carried himself awkwardly, as if all of his 
thoughts were too heavy to balance on his skinny neck. 

 “Please, Mom, can I play a little longer?”

 “Please, Abby’s mom, can Abby play a little longer?”

 “Alex, we should be leaving soon, too,” Lydia called from 
her lawn chair.

 But the two children were already chanting One more 
game! One more game! A few other kids joined in from the dis-
tance.

 “Okay, sure.” May nodded to her daughter, and the two ran 
off into the growing shadows. “One more game, and that’s it!”

***
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 Abby’s father had quite a few words.

 “You still let her ride around your neighborhood like that? 
After what happened?” The outrage in his voice fizzled through the 
speaker. 

 “What, Ben, you want me to lock her up in the apartment 
all summer? She has a helmet, and I keep an eye on her.”

 “That isn’t gonna stop her from getting run down at an 
intersection.”

 “Christ, the neighborhood’s fine!”

 “It isn’t fine. You’ve got drunk drivers speeding around in 
the middle of the day.”

 “He wasn’t drunk!”

 “Then why’d he hit that boy?”

 Static. “We... don’t know. Listen, I know how to take care 
of my daughter. I’m a good mother, okay? I’m a good mother.” 
May hung up, her hands shaking with anger and a bit of something 
else.

***

 The light-up sneakers were a few branches above her now.  
“Okay, Abby, you’re far enough.” 

 That would make the girl’s father just furious—her break-
ing an arm right before school began. May scratched deeper at the 
maple’s bark. 

 “One more branch! I’m taller than a giant!”
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 “One more branch, and I wouldn’t be able to catch you. 
You’d knock me out like a bowling ball.”

 “Fine.” Abby leaned against the trunk, thinking about the 
clouds. “Hey, Mom?”

 “Yeah?”

 “Why did Alex Thompson die?” 

 The question landed like a greenhead bite. May waited 
some time, suddenly feeling too hot in August’s humidity. Perhaps 
another storm would come soon and cool everything off.

 “Abby—”

 “Was it because he smiled when he killed fireflies? Was it 
because he was mean to our Sunday school teacher once? Or was it 
because he spent too much time looking at the sun?”

 “I told you, Abby, a man was driving and—”

 “But why did he hit him?”

 May’s gut tightened. A mild breeze passed through, cooling 
her neck and lifting her hair. She couldn’t respond, but she didn’t 
have to. The easy sound of shifting leaves answered for her. 

***

 Early August brought thunder and sheets of fresh rain. 
Abby watched the window. She couldn’t go swimming like she 
wanted to, or even climb the tree out front, as May said either 
activity would get her electrocuted. So the two watched a movie 
about a talking duck, until the storm knocked the power out. After 
that they played with the shadows, poking pins through paper and 
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shining a flashlight into the small holes. They took turns casting 
tiny stars on each other’s faces, with Abby talking eagerly about 
everything in the world she was going to be.
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Simon and Ma
Amber Sealy
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like my mom personifies the plants,
love the sun and be toxic to the cat.
lean against
the window with a 
scoliosis spine
while you can. ’til
jimmie starts
biting. then
get moved to
the top of the 
bookshelf, and
droop. 
miss that
u-v stained glass 
paradise
while jimmie
gets his own
pot of 
for-felines
wheatgrass,
and after a while, 
that droops too,
gummed and
soaked through 

spit
William Noon
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with 
spit.
he used to 
climb 
every ascending table
to spit on you. and 
his half-toothed bites,
they used to
feel so good.
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Robin Williams
Tyler Damsma

pencil
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Untitled
Emily Louka
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Your smile is like an empty vase
on the windowsill;
sunlight glints on tepid water, 
devoid of buds.

Dahlias bloom at the sound
of your laughter.
Poppies perfume the words
that escape your parted lips.
Honeybees outline your shadow 
like an annular eclipse.

I bring you daisies in cellophane dresses,
and you mourn over their yellow faces.
I send you letters wilting with ink,
and you recoil at the pages—
withered peony corpses.
I plant you tulips,
and you weep as they rest
their heads on the earth, defeated.

Dahlias entomb the sound
of your laughter.
Poppies consume the words

Want
Jessica Schwartz
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that escape your parted lips.  

Captivated by blue irises,
I kiss you,
and am tickled by baby’s breath.
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Heart on Fire II
Craig Peters

digital camera, adobe lightroom and
adobe photoshop
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To Be
Jessica Parra

The pounding of my heart tells me To Be, but I am floating, drift-
ing, dragging. Dying. Stop pulling my strings aimlessly. Stop pull-
ing my strings madly. Stop pulling my strings blindly.

My head’s a ruptured compass. I don’t know where to turn. It 
makes no difference. 

The black fog that emanates from my countenance follows me to 
bed every night, tucks me in, kisses me goodnight.

It watches me while I sleep and emerges before every warm break-
fast, combing my hair with its fingers until I wake. 

It whispers to me truths. “They do not love you,” softly in my ear, it 
tickles. 

“They’ll betray you,” said faintly, yet convincingly. 

It always keeps me company, so I listen. 

It never leaves me hungry, feeds me with many thoughts, in abun-
dance to keep me healthy.

Enough to leave crumbs at my grave. 
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Alien Battle
Richard Guzman

microns (ink) and photoshop
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Danish Lights
Lisa Schantl
photography
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Sitting in Space
Kristy Lim

 Moons dangled from Blaire’s ceiling. Or they were moons 
to her, at least.

 Last year, Mrs. Albright made her art students roll chunks 
of clay into circular balls every week—half an inch wide, to be 
exact. Doing this will help with your form, Mrs. Albright echoed. 
Her classmates mumbled at the menial task, but Blaire thought that 
massaging the clay into her palms was therapeutic. It felt smoother 
than the underside of a seashell, and the rolling motion was more 
calming than peeling her nails. She continued the hobby until she 
ran out of room in the Easy Spirit box on her floor.

 Shuffling through the box, Blaire picked up a white ball 
and noticed that its gray smudges looked like the craters of a min-
iature moon. Turning it over in her cupped hand made her feel like 
Selene preparing to decorate the galaxy. Would this moon complete 
the cluster around Neptune, or would it look better next to that 
lonely blue and green orb? Blaire poked holes through the rest of 
the gray-splotched balls, threaded them with clear cord, and hung 
them from her ceiling with painter’s tape that was a few shades 
darker than her cerulean walls. After three hours of arranging and 
rearranging and rearranging again, Blaire was finally satisfied with 
her newly lunar room. 

 Lying underneath her twenty-two moons, Blaire felt 
grounded by a strange mix of nostalgia and a firm sense of the 
present. Her eyes wandered over to the dusty lamp that her aunt 
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had given her before taking off to Provo. Its hexagonal frame stood 
ten inches tall on her mahogany dresser. Each side was covered 
with a thin pane of multicolored glass—a mix of purples and blues 
and pinks and yellows—before curving inward and turning into an 
almost-perfect sphere. A smaller sphere crowned the very top and a 
ring hung from it, inviting a finger to loop through for easy carry-
ing. Blaire’s hand trailed down the side of the lamp, landing on a 
latch that she had never noticed. When she pulled, a door swung 
open, revealing a white candle sitting like a lost traveler in a cave.

 Blaire went to the kitchen for a lighter.  

 As soon as the flame kissed the wick, she watched it leap 
like a reaching sunbeam. When she nudged the door shut, a myriad 
of colors spread across the shadows that the lamp cast on the wall. 
The colors bled into each other like crying pastels—the farther 
Blaire inched the lamp away from the wall, the softer the colors 
blended together, like cirrus clouds. She watched the shadows 
flicker for a few minutes before realizing that they looked like a 
supernova. A supernova signaled the death of a star; Blaire never 
understood how an explosive tangle of colors could represent 
death. The rainbow on her wall looked nothing like death, anyway. 
She imagined that supernovas were stars hiccupping.

 A clock hung on the wall opposite the lantern. It had once 
been in the kitchen, but Blaire snuck it into her room when the 
family decided to renovate. Her mother hadn’t even noticed that it 
was gone; Blaire couldn’t decide whether she enjoyed the clock’s 
secrecy more or its tranquil beauty. A gold plastic frame encircled 
the white face, which had black numbers on it that curled up at the 
ends, as if afraid to touch one another. Two rectangular bronze 
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panels ran vertically on the sides of the clock, repeating as shorter 
panels horizontally. Each of the four panels had two small win-
dows cut out in it with a gold figure bobbing up and down to the 
rhythm of the ticking hands. The gold figures glimmered against 
their black backdrops while a couple swung back and forth at the 
base of the clock. 

 Sitting among the clay moons and supernova shadows, 
Blaire considered how the bobbing gold figures in the clock could 
be tiny astronauts. Their movements mimicked what she imagined 
jumping through space would look like—only the figures were a 
little faster—and their proportions were too unusual to be regularly 
clothed humans. The astronauts appeared to be trapped in their 
black boxes, stuck in their own private corners of outer space. She 
pressed the button at the bottom of the clock to turn on the music. 
The clock contained six music box versions of famous songs, but 
Blaire recognized only the soft twinkles of “Somewhere Over 
the Rainbow.” She skipped to the fifth song, a lulling melody that 
captured the solitude of floating through the cosmos. Blaire envied 
those little astronauts.
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Strawberry Cheesesteak
Olivia Wollner

photography
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i forget
where exactly that
graveyard falls 
across the parkway 
because when i
bisect 
it, it’s always blended
into the sky and i’m
busy bruising
my thigh to
stay awake, driving
my mom’s car 
(whose headlights 
barely look on and
whose brakes sound 
like a man in the trunk)

with fingertips 
jaundiced from
peeling dining
hall oranges,
wondering how many 
i can fit into the
pockets of my blue jacket, 

orange sepulchre
William Noon
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obliviously cutting through 
holy-east-orange sepulchre
(and how many holy 
sepulchres can there 
be? i’ve found 
three. four counting both
sides of that
busy road)

imagine
being bought a guardrail plot and
imagine the noise
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Walking down the cul-de-sac with my brother
“I heard there’s a broken-down house”
“I’d rather not get yelled at by Mother”
Poor Mother, husband gone, just a spouse

My curiosity gets the best of me
“Let’s run through the forest”
We are just little boys wanting to be free
“I can imagine our deaths and the chorus”

We’re running and frollicking
No care in the world, but danger lurks
Then we see a dog, astonishing!
We both laugh with wide smirks

Dog is barking and drooling 
An old hag of a witch appears
We feel the tension in the air fueling
Her old wrinkly face has taken years

“You young goons back off!
Before you feel the wrath!”
Trust me, we do not scoff
We jet off, it isn’t hard math

Childhood Flashback
Jake Weiss
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The evil dog gains pursuit
Our legs young and sprite
Screaming, we think all is mute
Things are turning black and white

Onto the cul-de-sac, WE MADE IT
Our predator is called back
All it took was grit, spit, and no quit
“Hopefully Mother won’t give us flack”
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Untitled
Emily Louka
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Friend, on the line,

phone pressed between

cheek and shoulder,

“You shouldn’t worry about jobs,

you figured something out, right?”

A man, to the side,

in an Armani suit, polished shoes,

cash in hand.

Twenty thousand.

A man, in the trunk,

body bag, bloody chest,

bloody everything;

he was way too fucking heavy.

The English major sighs,

counts the cash, shuts the trunk,

shrugs,

“Yeah, I figured something out.”

I Think Poe Would Be Proud
Ashley Altieri
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Oversaturated
Monica Archer

Sometimes my phone sends me an error message. 

“Storage almost full,” it tells me. 

“Your device may not function properly.” 

My device and my mind have that in common. 

Words march across pages, grabbing me and 

pulling me in, but in the end I am left in 

the real world with the stories I have consumed 

swimming in my mind. The words are part of me. 

Tattooed on the insides of my eyelids. 

When I close my eyes, I am Jo March.

I have sold my hair. It was my one beauty. 

Beauty is important because my sisters and 

I are supposed to be Little Women.

When I close my eyes, I am Sal Paradise. 

Dean Moriarty and I talk for hours. 

We dig everything from New York to 

’Frisco, as we continue On the Road. 

When I close my eyes, I am Lizzy Bennet.

Mr. Darcy has snubbed my family and me, 
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and I hate him. But I love him. If only the two of 

us weren’t filled with such Pride and Prejudice. 

When I close my eyes, I am Hermione Granger. 

I am the brightest witch of my age, and only I 

have read Hogwarts, A History. Without me,

there probably would be no Harry Potter. 

When I close my eyes, I see the error message. 

“Storage almost full,” it tells me. 

“Your device may not function properly.” 

So I open my eyes. 

Who am I? 
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Samantha
Tyler Damsma

pencil
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Train
Aaron Atkinson
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It came fast, so

Sudden, blaring, and

Before I could breathe—

I was too late,

It screamed and I felt it pass, 

Leaving.

Had I known, I might have greeted it

With open arms and a wide smile.

Did it miss me? 

Did it forget to notice me,

Or did it look back, too,

And feel the same weight of 

Regret for having not said hello,

For having not waved goodbye?

Maybe next time.

But will it remember? I hope to,

But I won’t, not until

Remembering is all there is,

Heavy and sticky-fingered,

Train
Jessica D’Onofrio
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Touching what little of me is left,

Leaving traces of could-haves,

Mocking me with what is undone.

I will watch it pass,

I will hear it call,

And feel sorry for never knowing it at all.
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Heart on Fire III
Craig Peters

digital camera, adobe lightroom and
adobe photoshop
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where blue and blue meet

for an intimate talk, 

overcoming their distant quarrel

about pardalote and redtail wrasse

and chestnut bark and sea grass leaf;

where airplane and submarine

shake their hands

and join their forces

to patrol along the line

of the horizon;

where light collides, 

of two endlessnesses

roaring in the distance,

depth and height as one

long branch of the universe;

there is the end of

my and your and our eyes

kept in darkness about

the swallowed secrets

of earth.

Blue Off
Lisa Schantl

Editor’s Choice
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Special Delivery

 When the Mailman was not yet a man, but just a boy, he 
asked his mother where babies came from. The story she told him 
was that she and his father were eating lunch one day, and a mail-
man left a box at the front door. They opened it and there he was: a 
brand new baby boy.

 “Did I come in a flat-rate box?” he asked.

 “What?” his mother said.

 “Where did the box come from? Did you have to pay for 
overseas shipping?”

 “No, you came from America.”

 “Did you use Priority Mail Express 1-Day?”

 “No, it took nine months. You were carried around in the 
mailman’s bag.”

 The boy was confused. The next day he asked the mailman 
if he could see the sack where babies came from. The mailman 
showed him and then the boy became even more confused.

The First Piece of Mail

 The first piece of mail the Mailman ever delivered was to a 
five-year-old girl who was sitting next to her mailbox. It was a let-

The Mailman
Kevin Farrell
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ter to Santa Claus that was being returned to sender. He handed 
the letter to her, but she recognized it and started crying. She threw 
the letter at the Mailman. The Mailman picked it up off the ground 
and delivered his second piece of mail, which was just the first 
one again. The child ripped the letter in two. The Mailman told the 
child to stop crying, and that he had a special delivery just for her. 
He reached his hand into his satchel and rummaged around. The 
girl stopped crying, wiped her tears from her cheeks, and craned 
her neck trying to get a peek into the bag. The Mailman pulled his 
hand out, clenched into a fist. He held his fist out to the child, and 
then flipped her off.

Dogs

 The Mongoose and the Cobra. The Sperm Whale and the 
Giant Squid. The Mailman and the Dog. Natural enemies of the an-
imal kingdom. The Mailman was welcomed to 4 Cherry Tree Lane 
everyday by a chorus of barking and scratching at the door. He 
would put the mail through the slot only to have it ripped away by 
chomping fangs and hand-drenching slobber. On Halloween, the 
Mailman was given candy on his route. He would walk up to the 
door and it would open and the homeowners would tell him how 
scary he looked. They would put candy into his satchel and slam 
the door in his face before he had a chance to give them their mail. 
His satchel got so full it was bursting at the seams. As he walked 
his route, letters fell out of the bag onto the ground, like autumn 
leaves from the trees. He got to 4 Cherry Tree Lane and opened the 
mail slot and was met by the usual fangs and spit and barking. He 
slid a Hershey’s bar through the slot like a dollar into a vending
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machine. The dogs devoured it. He put a few Reese’s Cups in like 
quarters in an arcade game. The dogs ate those too. His satchel got 
lighter by the bite. He was going for the high score. On November 
1st, he delivered the mail to 4 Cherry Tree Lane with no interrup-
tions. He was the champ.

Sunday

 There was no mail on Sundays. The Mailman was just a 
man.

 

The Election

 The Mailman unlocked the back of the sixteen-door clus-
ter mailbox unit and searched through his satchel for 4a and 4b’s 
bundle. He put them in their slots, then added the weekly circular 
full of coupons and ads and a local politician’s message to the 
people. He didn’t like the guy running for mayor. His smile looked 
like the back fold of an envelope, like he was mocking the Mail-
man, telling him he wasn’t delivering fast enough, that democracy 
depended on the Mailman getting the good word out. The Mailman 
delivered the mail for the rest of the apartments numbering 5 to 11. 
Each batch was topped off with the politician’s shit-eating grin. It 
was the cherry on the bills and tax notices. Apartments 12 to 146 
didn’t get the cherry—the dumpster did. The mayor smiled just as 
wide next to the dirty diapers and empty pizza boxes. The Mail-
man thought he looked right at home with the rest of the trash. The 
mayor lost the election by 75 votes.
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Christmas

 Holidays meant extra mail. In early December, the Mail-
man was given forty pounds of mail to deliver, and when he was 
finished he was given forty more. Cards, cards, cards, and more 
cards, saying “Merry Christmas,” and “Happy Holidays,” like the 
people receiving them would do a backflip over reading the same 
card they passed over in the store because it wasn’t fancy enough. 
Nothing written on those cards couldn’t be said over a phone call 
or a twenty-minute drive to get coffee. No photo of the family 
couldn’t be shared on social media or texted to a cell phone. So the 
mailman carried the weight of a commercialized religious holiday 
in a capitalist county in his satchel and its strap pressed down on 
his shoulders and his lower back ached because of it. Icy sidewalks 
made him slide forward and backwards and spin his arms like he 
was dancing to the “Jingle Bell Rock.” He drove his postal truck 
to next town over and emptied the bag into the large blue roadside 
mailbox outside the First Presbyterian Church. He then went to the 
mall and bought a Christmas tree and threw that out too.

The Mailwoman

 The Mailman waited at his mailbox for the person who 
delivers his mail, the Mailwoman. He wore his best light blue shirt 
and thigh-revealing short shorts for the occasion. He practiced flex-
ing his calf muscles as he waited. When she came, he got nervous 
and his mouth was closed tighter than a first-class envelope flap. 
He said the only thing that came to his mind, the thing people say 
to him every day:
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 “If they’re bills, you can keep them!”

 His electricity was shut off two weeks later.

E-mail

 Were there E-Mailmen, the Mailman wondered? He asked 
around. There were not. He had updated his resume for nothing.

 

Return to Sender

 When the Mailman got old and could no longer deliver 
the mail at an effective rate, he put himself in a box full of white 
Styrofoam packing peanuts and slapped a big sticker on it that 
said “Return to Sender.” He sat in the box, wiggled himself out the 
door, and tumbled down the stairs. He sat inside the dark box for 
a few hours. “This is what death is like,” he thought. “Better than 
delivering the mail.” When the box was opened, he found himself 
at a post office. He assumed he was in hell. He got up and started 
sorting bins by zip code, content in his torture.
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Beware the Jeo Seung Saja
Adam Merrigan

drawing pencil, blue mechanical pencil,
artist pens
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Spring’s Sequence
Jessica Schwartz

Plumes of blue petals bloom 

in the pale light of dawn,

like April sapphires 

hidden behind lace eyelids.

Words spill from your lips 

like a blanket of delicate silk,

soaking the ensuing silence 

in honeysuckle and curiosity.

I bleed onto pristine pages

as their gaping faces delight 

in consuming the night sky.

They wither at the warm embrace

of a candle’s colorful flame;

the suffocating scent of ink pervades

the lingering wisps of smoke.
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The Inevitable Checkup
Jake Weiss

Your time is up

6 months of avoidment

A sacred place will be touched

Decor that belongs in the 50’s 

Distasteful tabloids 

Does Grandma live here?

An unsettling mint odor

Shrills of tiny drills

Oppressing blue plastic

Gold plaque with Satan’s name on it

Pain-causers by day, people by night

There is only one man who causes fright

The man in the white lab coat

Smile hidden by white plastic

His hands will be all inside you

Scrape, Swoosh, Brush

You are done

Uncertainty fills your mouth

Have I ever felt this clean before?
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Untitled
Kristina Smith

thread, fabric, embroidery loop
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The Phantom of  the Moor
Wesley Lynch

I met you on cold windswept moors,

A dagger in the night—

Your black cleft boots on old wood floors

Made quite a fearful sight—

You were a ghost out of the past,

A phantom tall and proud—

To prey upon a naïve lass,

Conduct your friends allowed—

And ere you came, you left again

Into that windswept moor—

I found you were Old Devil’s Friend

Knocking on my old door—
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Vital Spark
Allyssa Jade Acevedo 

photography
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 The setting is pretty mundane, folks. It is a gray and dreary 
weekday in a gray and dreary smallish town. Where is the town? It 
doesn’t really matter, honestly. It’s in a place that most people can 
relate to, because I want people to read this and think, “Wow, that’s 
exactly like where I live!” even though in reality, the place where 
they live is probably nothing like the gray and dreary small town 
in this story. Nothing ever happens in this town, and I truly mean 
nothing. 

 Until this story began, cars were just sitting on the street, 
stationary. Mothers sat in their homes with their spoons frozen in 
midair, in the midst of attempting to land the airplane in the han-
gar, aka force-feed strained peas to their belligerent children who 
were in their highchairs with their mouths wide open, halfway 
through an ear-piercing shriek. Until this story began, people didn’t 
ever talk to each other. They didn’t know what to say because I 
wasn’t writing the dialogue. I am the main force behind this story. 
It’s important that this fact is understood. There is no story without 
me, the author. 

 There is a little bit of exposition in the beginning. General 
stuff, really. The characters’ names and their relationships to one 
another, blah blah blah. None of that really even matters. How 
many times have you read a book and afterwards you thought, 
“Wow, I loved that brunette girl who has brown eyes and whose 
brother’s name was James, even though James was never men-
tioned after the beginning”? Probably never, right? If you answered 

This Is a Short Story
Monica Archer
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that you have thought that and that James was actually your favor-
ite character, I do not take your opinion into account. Please go 
read something else. 

 That stuff doesn’t really matter because on the day this 
story begins, everything changes. Throw out everything you know. 
The main character’s name? Forget it. The main character is going 
through some stupid inner turmoil that will most likely be solved 
by the end and is most likely unimportant in the grand scheme 
of things. It is the absolute most important thing to the character, 
though, and they will completely change through the course of the 
story because of this turmoil. The craziest thing is that everyone in 
the character’s life will drop everything to help solve the problem. 
When have you ever encountered that level of dedication in real 
life? 

 If you say you have actually encountered that level of 
dedication in your real life, where every single person you know 
dropped what they were doing to help you solve some trivial prob-
lem, 1) you are lying and 2) you can go read whatever the diehard 
James fans went to read. 

 Back to the story. There is an unrequited love interest, of 
course. Strategies to get the attention of this person take up much 
of the plot. A best friend who I assume has their own personal-
ity and life that is not shown at all is there as a sounding board 
for every one of the main character’s problems. The best friend 
has noticed that our dear protagonist has begun acting differently. 
“What’s wrong?” the best friend asks, “You’ve been acting differ-
ently.” There is a fight because of this obvious observation, and 
now the best friends are no longer best friends. Oh no! What will 
happen? 
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 Relax, dude who loves James and apparently has millions 
of adoring fans. They will make up for sure. Not only that, but the 
love interest will finally notice the main character! Hooray! The 
sun will come out on the gray and dreary weekday in the gray and 
dreary small town. The main character has experienced a conflict 
and a solution, and also is now a local hero for some reason. There 
is a profound ending about existence and the importance of friend-
ship and trust. Nothing like that will ever happen again because 
now the main character is evolved, and people never have the same 
thing happen to them twice, right? 

 When you’re done reading, you will have a moment where 
you’re like, “That’s it? That’s the end? Are you kidding me?” 
You’ll be pretty upset for a few days, but you’ll get over it. Until 
someone says something that triggers the memory. Then you’ll be-
come incensed for a minute remembering what that stupid charac-
ter in that stupid story did. You’ll tell the person, “It was so dumb, 
man. Even I could have written that!” 

 But you didn’t. I did. 

 So ha. 
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If  a Turtle Could Dream
Genesis Pena

digital
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Octoducky
Richard Guzman

photoshop
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NICASIA
Michael Shohet

Nicasia, I miss you
And sometimes I talk to you
When you’re not there

And I say,
“Nicasia, I miss you
And sometimes I talk to you
When you’re not there.”

And you say,
“This is because
You are crazy.”

And I say,
“I don’t feel crazy.
I only miss you.”

Here I notice
That I am driving by myself
On the FDR Drive
And the traffic is slow.

Here I notice
That these are only thoughts
And they repeat
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Over and over.

Here I hear
A motorcycle
And roll up the window.
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Never Break the Chain
Olivia Wollner

photography
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Untitled
Emily
Louka
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The floor is clean, but my mind is dirty. 

Spotless rug on the first floor 

and a rotted brain in the bathtub upstairs. 

Winding staircase leads to my open-doored bedroom 

where the sheets are tangled 

and the pillow creased. 

But perched on the windowsill lies 

my curled-up brainstem. 

The water from the sprinkler flows freely 

and the grass is very green, 

but the blood in my veins is frozen from the cold 

and evaporated from the burning heat 

behind my eyes. 

Painted blue shutters and perfectly shingled roofing, 

ticking clock hanging against 

the golden wallpaper above the kitchen sink. 

Nice teeth, 

maybe even a perfect smile, 

My Brain Houses Some Creepy-Crawlers
Sierra Javras
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but I’m distracted by the 

incessant beating of 

the relentless timekeeper in my chest. 

Cropped the lawn and fed the grass. 

Now the weeds are hungry 

and I’m the feed.
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 The wonders of Orion’s shining belt sat inches away from 
my equally-bright light-up sneakers while the Big Dipper gleamed 
down upon our sticky hands and searching eyes. Our hot breaths 
were trapped within the inflatable dome, but we felt anything but 
stifled as we gazed at the walls of the portable planetarium for 
more stars, more planets, more constellations. Even when we whis-
pered excitedly to each other about the stars instead of listening 
intently to her lesson, our instructor smiled at our obvious enthusi-
asm as she led us through the galaxy.

 We sprawled out inside the dome, the constellations pro-
jected on the rounded walls, and pretended to be astronauts travel-
ing through space instead of a class of third-graders lying on a hard 
gym floor. The melted M&Ms that Brandon found in his pocket 
became our anti-gravity meal and the sounds of other students 
outside on the playground were the cheers of civilians supporting 
us as we launched into space.

 We learned that there are more stars in the universe than 
grains of sand on all the beaches on earth. Our jaws dropped open 
when our instructor casually mentioned that the Sun is the size of 
100 million Earths—that’s too big, even bigger than Michelle’s 
older brother, who can dunk a basketball—certainly that’s impos-
sible. We didn’t want to leave the inflatable dome that somehow 
housed the span of the universe, and we tumbled out of its confines 
almost too animated to grumble about going back to regular class-
es. We ran into each other with our arms rounded out in front of us, 

Untitled II
Kristen Milburn
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pretending to be meteors colliding into each other, taking big gulps 
of air between each collision so we could continue chattering a 
mile a minute about what we had seen and learned.

 The rest of the day was informed by our time spent in the 
galaxy. In our math class, we tried to figure out how many ten mil-
lion of anything is, really, and in our reading class we read stories 
about space. We drew pictures of aliens and planets and begged our 
mothers to let us dress up as astronauts for halloween.

 As the months bled into the years and our heads came out 
of the clouds, we forgot where Orion’s Belt is located and how 
many constellations are hidden in the sky above. Instead of gaz-
ing up at the stars, we buried our heads in our textbooks, studying 
mathematics, languages, and maybe a token art class or two so that 
any college admissions officers would understand that we were 
well-rounded students. 

 A month into my junior year of high school, the local com-
munity college brought the starlab into our auditorium to teach 
us about space again. This time it was housed on the stage, the 
set pieces and props for Thoroughly Modern Millie pushed into a 
corner and looking down on us as we struggled to crawl through 
the small entry way into the dome. Limbs were no longer spread 
out with ease within the dark confines, instead resting at awkward 
angles so as not to touch the person next to you. We tried to get 
comfortable on the ground, but we couldn’t shake the thought that 
we could just look at pictures of space from the luxury of real seats 
in our classroom.

 We knew not to whisper to each other or interrupt the in-
structor during the lesson, and we stared above as our instructor 
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rattled off facts about space. I had to focus more on fending off 
sleep than the information that was being presented to me, the 
result of too many late nights staying up doing homework and re-
fining presentations so they could be as perfect as possible for class 
the next day.

 When we crawled out of the dome we were already dis-
cussing the assignments we had prepared for our next class and 
frantically quizzing each other as we prepared for a test the next 
day. We grabbed our backpacks and left the auditorium before 
the bell even rang—already on to the next thing, already looking 
ahead.

 The stars may have stayed relatively the same, but our in-
dividual worlds changed and grew tremendously between our time 
spent in the dome as children and as adults. We had changed—and 
not just because we outgrew our light-up sneakers.
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Starbucks New Yorker
Amber Sealy

digital
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I got Yonsei blues and hafu-pipe dreams

and a legacy to learn from

bankers, doctors, scientists, lawyers,

and here I am reading

Dickinson, Emerson, 

and I call that a degree?

I got my doubts,

I got my fears,

but I got my name.

I get, “Eres Latino?”

I get, “Nihonjinka?”

I get, “You’re really Irish?”

and I give ’em, 

“Yeah, my mom’s maiden name is Kelly Evans.”

And she gets,

“Where’d you adopt them from?”

And she gives them, 

“They’re mine.”

But I guess I can’t blame them

because I got my dad’s eyes,

dark and slanted,

and hers are 

forget-me-not 

TheyTellMeWhatIAmButICantSayIAgree
Daniel Yamashiro
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blue, bright and round.

And I got lost

thinking of what it means to be

Japanese,

my slanted dark eyes full of tears

standing in that 

barracks-rainy LA day in

Little Tokyo feeling whiter than I ever have.

And I guess I got me,

I guess I could say I’m American,

and that that’s that.

But again,

I got my name and

it’s carved

into one arm,

but there’s nothing on the other.
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Untitled
Sabrina Raimondo

photography
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I keep a garden 

full of fickle flowers 

behind my backyard fence 

when I was 17 and surrounded

by lime-green bedroom walls

the girl with botany books

concealing pressed passions 

taught me how to grow 

a moonlight garden

guided the seeds 

in my fingertips 

deep under the soil 

taught me how to 

water the beds

and weed away 

stubborn doubts

she left me 

with careful sprouts

in an icy April

and over the years 

I alone

Pleasure Garden
Caroline Nelson
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watched them grow 

coaxed from the inside out

my white trilliums 

pinking with pleasure 

my hydrangeas in thick tangles

my crescents of jasmine and honeysuckle

my flowers with white petals 

and pulsing ruby pistils

the flowers in my garden 

undress only for the moon 

when the sun’s 

voyeuristic stare 

cedes westward

one by one 

each floret

with faint perfume 

on her throat and wrists 

spreads herself 

letting out a long

and deep 

exhalation 

 

a bud bursting 

into bloom
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Lisa Schantl studies English and American studies on the graduate 
level, and philosophy on the undergraduate level at the Univer-
sity of Graz, Austria. She has spent the academic year of 2017-18 
abroad at Montclair State University, where she had the unique 
opportunity to explore and expand her creative writing skills in 
fiction and poetry. She is particularly interested in environmental 
literature and ecocriticism, thus her writing is often informed by 
nature, climate issues, and environmental struggles. For her future 
career, she hopes to find a position as an editor in the book pub-
lishing industry.

Michael Shohet is a graduate student in the English program at 
Montclair State. He has written a bunch of songs and midterm 
papers. He is now trying his hand at poetry.

Kristy Lim writes this biography with tears streaming down her 
face. Okay, maybe that’s a bit too exaggerated. She admits to feel-
ing a little sad, though, because her time as Poetry Editor has come 
to an end after three years. She would first like to thank the Big 
Bang for creating the universe in which The Normal Review exists. 
Then she would like to thank Montclair State University for admit-
ting her. Kristy tips her hat to Shuttle Services for bringing her 
to this campus—usually on time—and bows to Misty the Cat for 
meowing at her before TNR’s meetings. But most important, she 
would like to thank the podiums in University Hall for allowing 
her to lean on them when she grew weary. Without those podiums, 
the club would have imploded.
 But seriously, Kristy will miss this magazine and her posi-
tion within it. She’s grateful that she will be pursuing her MAT at 
MSU, for that will allow her to haunt the magazine with submis-
sions for one more year. You really thought you could get rid of 
her so soon?

Craig Peters is a photographer and multidisciplinary artist cur-
rently pursuing his BFA in studio art at Montclair State University. 
He started photographing from a young ago, mostly snapshots 
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of friends, family, and places. It wasn’t until later in life that he 
became interested in human connection and creating art that is raw 
and real, resulting in portraits that carry the raw emotion through 
them to the viewer. 
 From there he started using himself as a subject for his 
photographs, using his body as a vehicle to try and make a physi-
cal manifestation of his mental illness, trauma, and emotions.
His work utilizes himself and others as a subject and uses them as 
a visual vehicle to create a blend of raw emotion and expression.

Richard Lawrence Guzman, is a simple soul who likes express-
ing thoughts and ideas with his hands, a great lover of the arts and 
the freedom it provides him. He is a stern believer that it is not just 
a pastime but one of the ways to live a beautiful life. Every work 
he makes is a piece of himself, a snippet of who he is and how 
he views the world. Each line,curve,shade and color that touches 
the surface, a result of his years of sitting in and taking in lessons 
found in museums,books, workshops and life itself. As you view 
his works, his only wish is this: relax yourself and let every detail 
talk to you. For in every image you see, there is a message waiting 
to be discovered.

Adam Merrigan is a graduating senior majoring in Fine Arts with 
a studio concentration.  He has been driven by his passion in draw-
ing and illustration to create pieces in relating to world history and 
culture, but he engages in illustrating two of his favorite subjects, 
Korean and American history and culture.  He mostly illustrates 
Korean history and culture to show the world how much his iden-
tity means everything to him.  He also illustrates American his-
tory and culture to raise awareness on how important it is to open 
peoples minds to diversify art and education through the history 
and culture brought by immigrants long ago.  In his own motto he 
says “It is an American duty to bring cultures and histories from 
around the world to this one place where everyone can learn from 
them.”

Jessica Schwartz is a junior majoring in English and minoring in 
sociology and creative writing.  Her passions include green tea, 
poetry, and alternative rock. 
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Bushra Aboukwaik is starting to get old. She’s graduating, so 
she’s supposedly more aware of what exactly she wants to do with 
her English degree, Arabic minor, and Dual Degree Certificate in 
Education. But here are some things she knows for sure: she is 
extremely passionate about social justice, the power of words, and 
putting a smile on others’ faces. She dreams of lots of things, some 
of which she may attain, others which she may not. But she’s an 
avid believer in trying. So she promises to try and try and try and 
try and try and try and try...forever.

Sierra Javras is a sophomore English and economics double major 
who is obsessed with her two handsome cats and two lovely dogs. 
In her spare time she enjoys watching movies, listening to her 
above-average Spotify playlist, mastering thousand-piece jigsaw 
puzzles, and, of course, bothering her pets.

Ashley Altieri is a senior at Montclair State University, majoring 
in Psychology and English, and she’s very concerned with aquir-
ing a career after college, if you haven’t deduced that already. She 
enjoys large cups of coffee, the herculean size of the ocean, and 
aspires to be a published novelist. She’d like to thank The Normal 
Review for being a constant during her years of college, and for 
always reminding her there’s talent lurking in every corner.

Born in the High Desert of California, Aaron Atkinson is a photog-
raphy student at Montclair State University. He became involved 
in photography his sophomore year of college while he attended 
Victor Valley College in Victorville, California.  While attending 
Montclair State University, Aaron received further education in 
photography in all formats of photography and alternative pro-
cesses. He is currently on track to graduate in the spring semester 
of 2018. Aaron’s focuses on studio photography with the hope of 
becoming a product and commercial photographer. 

Tyler Damsma specializes in realistic charcoal and pastel draw-
ings. As a child, he would draw dragons with the heaviest shades 
of graphite pencil to now discovering the easily blendable nature 
of charcoal. He has always been fascinated by the grim side of art, 
and has lately been inspired by and experimenting in dark surreal-
ism. In 2015 Tyler took his art to the next level. This was when he 
started to take his art seriously and began streaming the process on 
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Twitch. All of his final productions and creations can be seen on 
https://greatr.artstation.com/. He now studies in the animation pro-
gram at Montclair State University. He will enter his second year 
and continue his work in the upcoming years. You can stay updated 
on his work through his Twitter, Instagram, and Twitch all under 
the name: Greatr_.

Allyssa Jade Acevedo is a graduating senior and English major. 
She enjoys writing and reading poetry, taking pictures, traveling, 
hiking and eating pints upon pints of vegan Ben & Jerry’s. She is 
also a warrior in the fight against single-use plastics and animal 
cruelty. 

Jake Weiss is in his second year at Montclair after spending a year 
down south for college. He is an English major who aspires to 
be a high school English teacher. He would like to expand young 
minds and to help others reach their true potential. Jake is inspired 
by those he encounters every day because there is no better inspi-
ration than the “neighbor” who’s trying to survive the same fight. 
Jake believes we all have a story to tell, and whether or not you 
do tell it won’t prevent it from happening. In a world in which 
you have to be something instead of focusing on just being you, 
Jake strives to be as honest and authentic with himself as well as 
anyone who reads his work. Jake lives by this quote from historian 
Leonard Sweet: “Change is life. Stagnation is death. If you don’t 
change, you die. It’s that simple. It’s that scary.” After twenty years 
of being lost and misdirected, Jake has finally faced change and 
gained the courage and confidence to put his writing in the eyes of 
an audience beyond himself. He sincerely thanks all of those who 
give his writing a try. 

Jessica D’Onofrio regrets to inform you that she will not be writ-
ing a bio at this time; she wants to remain as enigmatic as possible.

Kristen Bliss is a sophomore majoring in English and minoring in 
Creative Writing and Film. She does not know exactly what kind 
of career she would like to pursue but she hopes to do something 
that is creatively fulfilling and challenging. Her passion for com-
edy writing is only rivaled by her passion for ice cream.

Julie Eisenlohr is a senior English major, minoring in Creative
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Writing and Public & Professional Writing. She’s really going to 
miss MSU when she graduates, especially the constant looming 
fear of seeing a giant bird mascot flexing in the quad.

Sabrina Raimondo is a freshman here at Montclair State Universi-
ty, where she is interested in the arts. She has declared the major of 
Visual Arts with a concentration in Art Education. In high school, 
Sabrina explored new avenues within the realm of art and came 
across photography. This is where she developed a passion for it, 
and now continues to practice it. She shoots all her photos with a 
Canon Rebel T5i and uses her sister as her model. In the future, 
she hopes to work with younger children in schools teaching art, 
and in her spare time continue to take photos

Deanna Townsend is a junior here at Montclair State University, 
majoring in BA Fine Arts with an Art Studio Concentration. She’d 
like to think of myself as a creator. Creating art is what wakes her 
up in the morning; it keeps her going when things seem bleak. To 
anyone out there that is just waiting for their moment, stop waiting 
and just take it. Work for it. Draw until your hands cramp, take pic-
tures until your SD card is full and keep going. The opportunities 
are out there. You just have to want it badly enough. Take advan-
tage of any experience and remember to stay true to yourself. Take 
it easy and let the ideas flow.

Kristina Smith is a senior sculpture major who spends most of 
their time making art and dreaming about their future garden and 
2.5 pitbulls.

Daniel Akio Yamashiro is a senior English major with a concentra-
tion in Creative Writing. He thinks coffee is a great substitute for 
sleep and hasn’t had breakfast in months. Daniel wants to pursue a 
career in publishing or gaming and hopes to work above minimum 
wage before the decade is out. His highest hope with his writing is 
to make readers think about things they normally wouldn’t have, 
even if it’s just for a second.

Caroline Nelson works in a button factory. She has a wife and a 
dog and a family. One day her boss came up to her and said, “are 
you busy?” She said, “no.”

Monica Archer is a professional comedian... in her own mind. In
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fact, she is laughing at one of her hilarious jokes right now. Ha ha 
ha. That was a good one. No, Monica is not crazy, unless you mean 
crazy about literature! (You probably didn’t… who are you, any-
way?) Monica loves reading the classics: Jane Austen, the Brontë 
sisters, Louisa May Alcott, A.S. King, Carrie Fisher, Tina Fey... 
you get the picture. She owns every season of Little House on the 
Prairie on DVD. Yes, that does make Monica cooler than most. 
Don’t be intimidated, she’s just a person!

William Noon is a sophomore majoring in English, but he re-
ally wants to major in something else. He likes very nice things 
like MF Doom, Godard movies, and comedy podcasts. He makes 
music and art under the name Grave Architecture. He is constantly 
thinking about and wanting to hug Jimmie, his big and beautiful 
cat. If you want, he can screenprint you a shirt with the General 
auto insurance mascot guy on it in his basement. He just started 
listening to footwork and it’s pretty cool.

Jessica Parra is a senior English major and art studio minor at 
Montclair State University.

Wesley Lynch is a sophomore history major.

Genesis Pena is currently earning her Bachelor’s in Animation and 
Illustration at Montclair State University. She has well rounded 
knowledge and skills in both 3D and 2D animation/illustration. 
Her life goal is to work for an animation studio where she can 
contribute her skills and talent to the development of an animated 
film or TV series.

Olivia Wollner is a creator of all things and mediums, but most 
especially of poems, film photos, sonnets, watercolors, and food. 
She aspires to one day travel to the moon and be the first person 
to do a handstand in space. For now, she spends her days studying 
nutrition and sustainability, drinking tea, and listening to Fleet-
wood Mac.

Kevin Farrell is a senior at MSU, majoring in English. He has 
been previously published in the New York Times’ Modern Love 
column, as well as Cornell University’s literary magazine, Epoch, 
Guantanamo Bay’s weekly newspaper, The Wire, and The Normal 
Review.
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